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1. Introduction

Theworld is ever facing twomajor threa
firstly the rapid depletion of fossil fuels
mental disruptions both globally and dom
to overcome these increasing problems are
energy efficient technologies. Utilization of
cogeneration system (CGS) is one example
tion of renewable energy.

For many years Sewage Treatment Plan
anaerobic digestion to convert wet biomas
Anaerobic digestion has been used continu
objective is not only to produce biogas, but
for reducing and stabilizing sludge. Althoug
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a b s t r a c t

The optimum size of Micro
(STP) in terms of its econ
adopted as a model and wa
different regions to obtain
65 and 200 kW were simu
same size of MGT-CGSs, co

Analysis was carried out to com
combination of three types of
efficiency. However, MGT-Com
resulting in higher capital inve
Value, optimum configuration
equal to the biogas production
smaller size of MGT is preferr

ts related to energy use,
and secondly, environ-
estically. Two measures
renewable energy and
biomass by the use of a
of an efficient applica-

ts (STPs) have practised
s to biogas [1] and [2].
ously in STP because its
is an important process
h biogas is produced in

awi), yama@mail.kitami-it.ac.
00, Gambang Kuantan, Pahang Darul Makmur, Malaysia
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s Turbine Cogeneration Systems (MGT-CGSs) in a Sewage Treatment Plant
ic performance was investigated. A STP operating in a cold region was
aled down to obtain different size ratios. It was also assumed to operate in
erent heat demand patterns. MGT-CGSs with power output capacity of 30,
ed to utilize biogas produced by the STP. Instead of multiple units of the
nation of different sizes of MGT-CGSs was also investigated. Life Cycle Cost
pare the economic performance of MGT-CGSs. It was found that optimum

MGTs (MGT-Combined) stated above had the highest power generated and
bined also had larger power generation capacity and low usage ratio, thus
stment. Although all configurations of MGT-CGSs can generate Net Present
was obtained when the rated fuel input of MGT-CGS is approximately
of the STP. However, when heat demand fluctuates throughout the year
ed.
© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

STP, its utilization is limited to cover the heat demand of the plant,
and a large amount of the remaining biogas is not fully utilized. For
instance, there are 1900 STPs in Japan, but only less than 30 facil-
ities use the biogas to generate electricity [1] and [2]. This is
because the amount of biogas produced in middle- and small-scale
STPs is small, and on top of that there are only few commercially
available prime movers (PMs) with an output of less than a few
hundred kilowatts. Since more efficient small-scale micro gas tur-
bines (MGTs) are being developed, interest has grown on them
because of their multi-fuel capability, high-power density, low
emissions and low maintenance requirements [3].

MGTs are generally classified as gas turbines that have power
output less than 300 kW. Although the range (0e300 kW) is small,
different sizes of MGTs have significant difference in performance
and capital cost. When size increases, efficiency increases and
capital cost per-kW decreases, and therefore larger MGT is prefer-
able as compared to multiple smaller MGTs. However, if a larger
MGT is employed, but only part load operation is required, then
efficiency will decrease drastically. Part load will be needed if MGT
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